Business Environment Monitoring
Automated Screening and Risk Monitoring for B2B

In the current business environment, a lack of ongoing and proactive monitoring might lead to severe compliance, legal and financial risks. The tasks of Legal & Compliance, Procurement, Supply Chain Management, and Risk Management are key to help companies navigate a challenging business landscape.

Squirro Business Environment Monitoring (BEM) is a preconfigured and ready-to-go application, which provides real-time screening and monitoring of the relevant topics and risks, including automated alerts and integration possibilities into the existing workbenches.

1. MONITOR WHAT MATTERS TO YOU
Use suggested topics or companies (communities), to get a 360° view of your business environment, out-of-the-box, or add your own.

2. GET AUTOMATED INSIGHTS AND ALERTS
Analyzing data from external, internal, and premium data sources, BEM allows you to automatically monitor and track more than a hundred signals (e.g., related to potential risks, sanctions, ESG, and board changes) across your providers or related companies.

3. GET EARLY WARNING INDICATORS ABOUT POTENTIAL RISKS
Analyze and mitigate risks with real-time insights and automated alerts.

Intel ordered to pay VLSI Technology $948.8m by Texas jury for patent infringement

[Squirro Business Environment Monitoring | www.squirro.com]
HOW IT WORKS

Monitor your business environment with intelligently different AI. Squirro connects all your data sources and applies machine learning and natural language processing to automate the classification, triage, and routing of alerts to the relevant stakeholder.

You can use Squirro for different types of target monitoring objects (e.g., suppliers, B2B customers, competitors, etc.) and run flexible reporting. All of it with unique and flexible dashboards, fully integrated into your internal systems, workflows, and workbenches.

Phase 1. Discovery
- Automated real-time monitoring of the topics of interest (e.g., suppliers)
- Automated alerts based on predefined events (signals)
- User-friendly dashboards and visualisations

Phase 2. Insights Automation
- CRM integration ensuring comprehensive and automated monitoring of all relevant objects
- Integration of any internal, premium or public data sources
- Flexible deployment options

Phase 3. Workflow Optimisation
- Real-time alert classification, triage and allocation to the relevant internal risk owner
- Full integration into internal workbenches and / or systems
- Flexible reporting
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